CURTIS FALLS
Moderate Grade - 1.5 km return (30 min)
Full circuit including lower section 4.3km (1hr)
Access the walk from Dapsang Drive carpark. On this track you’ll walk through rainforest and descend stairs to a large pool at the base of Curtis Falls. Swimming and access to the pool is prohibited to protect local flora and fauna. During winter, lyrebird can be heard in this rainforest. The full circuit walks beside the river, showing lower pools and giant strangler figs.

PALM GROVE & JENYNYS CIRCUIT
Easy Grade - 2.6 km return / Jenyns, 4.5km return, Moderate
Access the walk from Palm Grove Avenue. Circuit track. Enjoy Picabeen palm groves and rainforest with emergent strangler figs and buttressed yellow carabeens on this walk. Parking for buses and caravans not available.

MACDONALD RAINFOREST
Easy Grade - 1.4 km return (30 min)
Access the walk from Wongawallan Rd carpark. Circuit track. This relatively flat track passes through rainforest with large strangler figs, picabeen palm groves and tall trees festooned with vines and ferns. Ideal for birdwatchers and visitors seeking a quiet walk.